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Hollow-sounding jubilees:
Forms and effects of public self-display in Wilhelmine Germany
Bernd Sösemann

Contemporaries referred to Wilhelm II’s time of government before 1914 as an ‘age of
festivities’ and speeches.i In 1913, the Sozialdemokratische Flugschriften commented: ‘The
amount of official celebrations that the German Empire has had to endure over these last
twenty-five years has been seemingly endless. They follow each other as uninterruptedly as
film-reels do in a cinema. […] And each festivity is a ‘milestone’, each is glorified by
speeches […].’ii The Kaiser’s appearances in public are revealing processes of public
communication. Contemporaries counted among them ‘national public holidays’
(Nationalfesttage), ‘state celebrations’ (Staatsfeste), regional and local events as well as a
number of other public holidays and jubilees of very different natures. Addresses, speeches
and toasts formed part of these, as did marches and parades, flags and standards, obelisks
and memorials, illuminations, torch-lit processions and fireworks, church visits, poems, songs
and the ‘Hohenzollernfestspiele’ in the new opera house (Neues Königliches Operntheater).
The court ceremonial planned all details and accompanied the media from the first
announcement of an event to the publications which were intended to record and secure its
fame for the future.

As in most monarchies at the end of the nineteenth century, in the German Reich and in
Prussia, the birthday of the ruler and his more famous ancestors, selected historical events,
funerals and the coronation formed the core of an increasingly secularized culture of
celebration.iii Laws and decrees stipulated whatever was necessary for this. For example,
shortly after acceding to the throne, Wilhelm decreed that forthwith all schools should
commemorate the birthdays and anniversaries of the deaths of his two predecessors ‘as
patriotic days of remembrance’.iv The Kaiser and his advisers had interpretive power over an
event – often, although not consistently, they exercised this in agreement with the
government. They attempted to transform ideas and programmes and the results of history
from a Prussian-dynastic perspective into an immediately recognizable social reality. Thus
the Neue Preußische (Kreuz) Zeitung commented on the occasion of the celebration of 22
March 1897:

The character of national festivities, even when the concern the celebration of a famous
personality, a ruler or a statesman, is influenced by the feelings of large sectors of the
population to such an extent that the person to whom the celebration appears predominantly
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as the embodiment of some national idea, an idea to which large parts of the population are
attached.v

Moreover, the Kaiser and his advisers gave validity to an official canon which included legally
fixed religious and secular holidays, ranging from Whitsun to Sedanstag.vi They documented
the lifestyle and self-confidence of the monarch, the ‘grandeur’ of the monarchy and the
state, of court and society, by distinguishing and accentuating the festivity and its
programmatic aim in as obvious and impressive a way as possible, using personnel,
architecture, ceremony and symbolism to do so.vii Wilhelm himself offered a definition of such
festivities, arguing that the national holidays were ‘particularly comforting in these fastmoving times which are so dominated by economic and political interests, for they force one
to halt for a moment in the haste of the working life and to look at the past.’viii Other
contemporary commentators offered a more grandiose interpretation still: ‘What is the task of
the Jubilee of 1913? – To remind the German that this is about his very own business, his
own pride, and his best effort. It was not just the wars of liberation in which this power
unfolded, but it was completely contained within them; it was a strong punch into world
history.’ix

Extraordinary in character, clearly distinguished from everyday life and aimed at long-term
effect, all spectacular public celebrations helped to form and solidify collective memories.
Politics of mentality and culture, historical ceremonial and art-forms, personal love of pomp
and offers of integration culminated in these major events.x State celebrations were thus able
to contribute repeatedly and long-term to the visualization, legitimization and authenticity of
control and power, as long as the organizers used the media intelligently and adapted
themselves to the particular possibilities and forms of public communication offered by them.
Under these conditions various versions of a celebration, in writing, drawing and
photography, theatre and festivals, sound, narratives and rumours, which could be repeated
any number of times, continued to have an effect over and above the ephemeral public
event.

From the perspective of communications history, it was not just public appearance of the
monarch, his actions or speeches, that were centre-stage, but to almost the same degree the
audience, and with that different forms and methods of conveying meaning and the varying
contexts in which such meanings were understood. As Friedrich Naumann once noted, an
Emperor’s words have a stronger effect if he repeat something which has been said before:
‘In such cases it is the Emperor who stamps his image onto the copper of an everyday
opinion and thus turns it into a national coin. […] Given the nature of the German Empire it is
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very difficult to distinguish between a private point, publicized at the Kaiser’s behest, and a
direct imperial announcement.’xi

Wilhelm II appeared in public more often than any of his predecessors. While his
participation in the business of government was arbitrary and irregular, even sporadic, he
displayed a disproportionately greater sense of responsibility when it came to invitations to
holidays and celebrations, the suggestion of festivities, and his personal involvement in the
planning of the programme and the stage-management of the event. Your Majesty explained
yourself how important it is when the Kaiser and Kaiserin personally attend a festivity and
thus uphold its national importance. xii The files reveal not only with how much commitment
and decisiveness Wilhelm exercised his ‘personal rule’xiii in this respect. They also reveal
how densely the Kaiser’s diary was cramped with this kind of public engagements and what
a huge effort was afforded to his domestic and foreign trips, and to the planning of a suitably
majestic appearance even down to the small provincial towns. Given the knowledge of the
complex demands placed upon a modern-day government, this is surprising. Little wonder
that the former minister of war Karl von Einem (Minister of War from 1903-1909) concluded
in 1915:
‘We have not had a functioning head of state for 25 years.’xiv Instead, the head of the
German Reich worked equally hard in the officers’ mess and on the dance floor as he did on
stage and exercise ground. In the latter years of the Kaiserreich, the value of such festivities
was determined primarily by the Kaiser’s opinion and his preferences, and much less by
dynastic or class-representative concerns or general power-political necessities.
Therefore the politically disparate development of the latter years of the Kaiserreich shall be
investigated in terms of public reception within the media, and thus within the context of
public life from a perspective, and with the help of documents, that have until now been
neglected.xv This includes subjects which were dealt with in literary or theatrical ways, as well
as public celebrations and union, church or party congresses, newspapers and (specialized)
journals, official commemorative publications, competitions, flyers, memorials, uniforms and
flags, coins and medals.

An addition to the traditional media of picture stories and illustrated journals, caricatures and
posters was the latest medium of film.xvi Wilhelm II used it in connection with the celebrations
in honour of Queen Luise by authorizing and supporting the first film on Luise.xvii The
countless, usually spontaneous speeches of the Kaiserxviii, often delivered to ambivalent or
even disastrous effect, are as much to consider as the symbol-laden staging of his
appearances at manoeuvres and the naming of ships, unveilings of memorials or blessing of
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flags, opening of buildings or exhibitionsxix, parliaments and factories, welcoming of
deputations or organizations. In each case the presentation and the medium are of central
importance, as are the conditions for communication and the forms of delivery and reception.
What will be examined is a meaningful sub-section of reality, namely the space of public
communication. For the audience, for people from all groups, classes and walks of life, this
space was filled with questions and answers, with truth and lies – be that the content of
rumours or that of confirmed information, be that insights, realizations, signs or symbols.
An analysis of the changes which occurred in the self-image of the monarchy, in the general
political style, and in public perception in the latter years of the Kaiserreich is made easier by
the fact that Wilhelminism itself was closely bound up with the public. Wilhelm II liked to
demonstrate his ‘closeness to the people’ (Volksnähe) and a certain joviality during his public
appearances. The monarch sought his success primarily in staged events (which, though
largely based on protocol, were planned also by him), that is to say in the circle of those
‘people who crowded around each royal appearance and shouted vivat’.xx This tendency was
more pronounced following the ‘Hun-Speech’, the first climax in a whole series of negative
experiences with imperial self-representation.xxi For the rhetorical slip made by the Kaiser
when seeing off the troops bound for the war against the Boxers on 27 July 1900, by no
means a singular or isolated mistake, led in the autumn of that year to a serious loss of
popularity for the monarchy. This was despite extensive attempts at calming the situation
which were embarked upon immediately following the speech.xxii

In the Reichstag, within the political parties and the public, the Kaiser’s reputation had
suffered to such an extent that what still remained of the already corroded ‘royalist capital’xxiii
now threatened to dissolve further even in conservative and generally monarchist circles.
Already a decade earlier, Die Zukunft had asked:

‘How can it be that his [Wilhelm’s] words, intended to evoke a new mood for celebration,
nonetheless had such a negative effect on the sensibility of even the most reliable
monarchists? This effect is produced by the tone, not by the meaning of the words – and
once more on this occasion it was the tone that caused the anxiety.’xxiv The Kaiser’s
discourse, at best intended to be ‘popularizing’, had failed not only due to the monarch’s
weak self-control, his failure to follow individual and collective ministerial advice, and his lack
of tact, but primarily because of an insufficient sensitivity vis-à-vis the media and because of
the strategy of conflict which he directed most pointedly at journalists. Wilhelm II wanted to
be ‘modern’ and to have a public effect. He did possess the gift of approaching people and
succeeded when he appealed directly to his audiencexxv, but he lacked a deeper
understanding of the media and the ‘press market’.
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His advisers did not even succeed in convincing him to study a modest file of press-cuttings
on a regular basis.xxvi Thus Wilhelm II did not develop a deeper understanding of
contemporary discourse or even a modest sensitivity for the changes taking place in society
and mentality. This is also why his sporadic and amateurish attempts to instrumentalize
individual publications or editors had to fail. The study of which this essay forms a part
begins its analysis of festivities and public celebrations, particularly within the media, in
1896/97 with the twenty-five year jubilee of the founding of the Reich, at a time when
Bernhard von Bülow was influential in the backgroundxxvii, and continues until October 1913,
with the unveiling of the Völkerschlachtdenkmal in Leipzig.xxviii In total, this study takes
account of a large number of public events of importance for the politics of the media, of
culture and society. These include the commemoration of the King’s Coronation of 1701 and
of the Founding of the Reich in 1871, as well as countless birthdays and remembrance
days.xxix

The publication of the Daily-Telegraph-Interview of 28 October 1908 is, from the point of view
of the history of communications, the key event for the investigation of the politics of public
relations with regard to state celebrations. In the ‘six-some’ of communications politics
(Kaiser, Chancellor, Parliament, Media, Journalists, Public/Recipients), the balance changed
dramatically following the Eulenburg scandal and the Daily-Telegraph-Affair. Although
Wilhelm II did restrict his public speeches and conversations for a while following this crisis,
he did not really stop delivering contentious addresses.xxx Since the autumn of 1908, since
this ‘November-Revolution’xxxi, it is possible repeatedly to demonstrate a latent readiness for
protest in society.xxxii Since Bülow’s fall an increasingly self-confident parliament had had a
chance to practise its inter-fractional desire to shape policies, and this meant that in times of
crisis, this readiness for protest could even be increased.
The ‘Gottesfriede’ (divine peace)xxxiii that the Kaiser and his people had agreed in November
1908 had lasted barely two years when the next big scandal occurred in Königsberg. With
this event Wilhelm had, in the opinion of his critics, returned to his true self and was bound to
suffer the inevitable consequences.xxxiv Democrats, Liberals and Socialists in Germany and
Austria-Hungary all criticized this renewed breach of the domestic peace and regarded it as a
‘call for war’ of a late-comer against constitution and parliamentarianism which would at best
have been worthy of a Tsar.xxxv In public gatherings the SPD protested vehemently against
‘the absolutism proclaimed in the Kaiser’s speech’ and against the ‘irresponsible
powerbroker’ (Drahtzieher).xxxvi They claimed that all of Germany was of the impression that
‘the clique which holds the Kaiser in its hands’, could lead the world towards catastrophe,
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war or coup d’état.xxxvii Thomas Nipperdey’s interpretation of the last two and a half years
before the war ‘as a stable, not acute crisis’xxxviii is at best true for the ‘Grosse Politik’ and for
the parliamentary affairs in the Reich. Within the media and the public, including middle class
national-liberal circles, the impression was rather that of an increasing inability to arrive at
convincing and stable long-term crisis management, even where urgent domestic policy
subjects were concerned. The number of demonstrations and strikes, and their vehemence,
size and thematic concerns (for example against the price increases for meat) increased.
Despite economic prosperity, the costs for armaments were becoming an increasing burden;
the policy of the agrarians was increasingly regarded as demagogic, reactionary and
egotistical; in South Germany the anti-Prussian mood grew, as did the polemic in the media
against Prussianism; in the entire country the aversion increased against populist-demagogic
groupings such as the old-established Pan-German League (1891-94), as well as the newly
founded ‘German Army League’ (1912) and the ‘Prussian League’ (1913). At the same time
there was a popular loathing of the ‘militarization’ of politics and society (evidence of which
seemed to be provided by the Zabern affair).

The focal point of the Kaiser’s popular activities shifted after 1910 time towards festivities
which were more restricted by ceremony. The Chancellor lost influence vis-à-vis the monarch
and parliament. The Reichstag and the media increased their importance for public discourse
despite the fact that initiatives for legislation to change the constitution had failed. Under
such conditions, increased domestic pressure had to result, especially when in addition a
nationalist right wing protest developed among the public, as happened later in the Moroccan
Crisis.xxxix While the ceremony of festivities and the rituals of public holidays protected the
Reichstag from direct degradation of parliament and its members, or the Social Democrats
from drastic attacks by the Kaiser, it did not protect the monarch’s opponents completely
from his spontaneous outbursts or exaggerated displays of overbearing views of divine right
and absolute power to rule within the perceived sanctuary of the Brandenburg Landtag.
Following the Daily Telegraph scandal, the politics of communication and reception had
changed. This was a significant, broad shift, and provided a new basis for the final years of
the Kaiserreich. No subject and hardly a politically interested person remained untouched by
it, because the shock it caused in public and parliamentary life, as well as in the media- and
party-political scene, was given more attention and was more strongly registered, analysed,
interpreted and reacted to than ever before.

If Nipperdey considers the majority of voters to have been hardly touched by the crisis and if
he concludes noticeably vaguely that the Kaiser’s self-esteem had ‘of course […] suffered a
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blow since then’xl, then he exaggerates the importance of the external factor that the public
unrest and the revolutionary upsurge among radical Socialists calmed down after a while.
The disturbance had at times taken on revolutionary traits in public discourse and was able
to continue in less spectacular, but politically no less important ways. The politicization of the
public, the parliamentarization of government work, the self-confidence of the oppositional
powers, and the importance and scope for influence of the media had, however, not come
about just at that point. They had merely increased and grown, so that in contrast with the
time before the ‘November storms’ of 1908, any criticism or defence of the monarch, of the
person or deeds of the Kaiser or the Hohenzollern, of the social and constitutional situation of
the Reich or Prussia had to be more fundamental.xli In addition, the repertoire of convincing
excuses had decreased, and their recipients, both at home and abroad, were increasingly
less inclined to disregard ‘spontaneities’, ‘clumsiness’ and discrepancies between the spoken
word and the government’s official version of an imperial speech.xlii The Kaiser’s word had to
lose its impact if discussions arose in the press over the different versions of a speech or the
meaning of a word, for ‘nothing is worse’, as the Berliner Tageblatt commented, ‘than if the
other, perhaps exaggerated and vulnerable interpretation [of a speech] has become firmly
stuck in the heads [of the public]. And as is known, the subsequent semi - or completely
officious corrections do not enjoy a high regard among our people.’xliii

At the same time, excuses such as lack of experience or likeable shortcomings which were
explicably ‘human’ were hardly able to have calming or apologetic effects any longer. This
was because neither had time helped to ‘heal’ them, nor had the negative experiences of the
past led the political advisers and others in positions of responsibility to manage such
situations with more imagination and determination. Following the turn of the century the
unease with which the abundant public celebrations were received turned into ever more
strongly voiced public criticism. ‘We won’t join in the celebration!’, the Vorwärts declared in
1913:
We stand uninvolved on the sideline and shrug our shoulders when a frothing wild water of
celebratory speeches, articles and hurrahs pours over the country. We know how much
despicable hypocrisy is voiced in this noisy carry-on, and we know how convinced
monarchists talk about the carrier of the crown when they are in private – if all the lèsesmajesté were known that are uttered in these circles, the prosecutors would have to
introduce night shifts.xliv

But the disapproval of parties and editors, even those of conservative leanings, only
heightened Wilhelm’s triumphant displays and the increasingly inappropriate desire to
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impress of a statesman who was visibly failing to mature. In this context the Berliner
Tageblatt commented:

The first and most painful [realization] that we have to emphasise is that we cannot write
without restraint: the Kaiser and his people, or: the German people and their Kaiser. There
are many among us who are lacking the feeling that the personal bond between a master
and his people should be a matter of course. And although doubtless a large majority of the
German people is still currently monarchically inclined it cannot be denied that this
relationship has shifted to the detriment of the Kaisertum since the death of Kaiser Wilhelm
I.xlv

On the other hand the ‘simple’ subject did not seem to tire of celebrating his Kaiser whenever
the opportunity arose, and appeared to follow his self-confident and exaggerated accounts
with equal enthusiasm even when they modelled themselves on the images of leaders and
politics of bygone eras. But even among these recipients changes were taking place. In
addition, national celebrations were increasingly losing the political profile in favour of public
entertainment. Even the Norddeutsche Allgemeine, on the occasion of the jubilee of the
Kaiser’s accession to the throne in 1913, only published sixteen articles by academics on
legislation and the navy, technical matters or the economy, industry and sport, but without
offering a historical or political commentary on the event itself anywhere in the paper. Die
Gartenlaube restricted itself to a double-page reproduction of a drawing depicting part of the
formal dinner in the Kaiser’s Schloss.xlvi The preparation of the celebrations in the media
decreased, too, and became more one-sided, restricting itself to conventional historical
paintings or eulogies in which even the weakest of Prussian kings were glorified and in which
Prussia’s path to national unity was related uncritically as an inevitable development.xlvii The
Wilhelmine state was depicted under the motto ‘Ein Volk, Ein Kaiser, Ein Reich!’ as the
culmination and completion of German history. Leaders and commentaries were dedicated
almost entirely to conjuring up political and social unity, economic and military strength, and
to declaring the desire to support the path of the German Reich towards Weltmacht also by
way of journalism. Only occasionally a reflection of reality is visible at the margins where the
fact was not glossed over that there existed in Germany not only differences of opinion, but
profound controversies over constitutional, confessional, economic, party-political and ethnic
questions which could lead to a ‘new Jena’, ‘this time however a domestic Jena (ein inneres
Jena)’.xlviii Festivities and celebrations are no fixed entities, they are not autonomous and do
not contain a purpose within themselves. For Wilhelm II, they not only stood outside of
everyday political life in a peculiar way, but for the biggest group in society they were even in
obvious contrast to it. They were intended to provide a ‘free space’ outside of ‘party
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quarrels’xlix, in which harmony and the propaganda-based image of history had to prevail.
This protective zone was intended to deflect from politics and economy and at least on the
celebration day itself prevent conflicting interests and arguments. In the process of societal
change and public discourse domestic policy debates developed their own dynamic. As the
Intelligenzblatt commented, such public discourse was seen as ‘a sign of strength and not of
weakness. It is understandable that in times in which the vital interests of the whole seem
secure, the quarrels and differences of interests of the parts come to the fore and seem
temporarily to overshadow the unifying interest.’l

It was not just the public’s ‘loss of monarchical conviction’ that was detectable in the
Wilhelmine epoch. Lost in its ‘political shape, ‘social atmosphere’ and rhetorical behaviour
were ‘natural authority’ and role model function for the future.li In the ‘democratic current’ the
monarchical aura suffered continually and to a degree that had not even been experienced
during the revolution of 1848/49. As the Kreuz-Zeitung commented in 1913: ‘Never in the
history of the German people, the most monarchical people in its conviction and character,
its customs and habit, has the monarchical thought been so attacked, has the monarchy
faced such a strong front of open and hidden opponents as in this most recent past.’lii
Wilhelm II did not succeed in developing new, more sophisticated and politically convincing
forms of leadership-aesthetic, suitable for an industrial nation. Demonstrative visits to
factories or an openly displayed interest in modern technology did not suffice to cancel out
the impression of the staged and superficial. The Kaiser did not even manage to change the
traditional ceremonial forms of state and court celebration, so that they could be accepted by
a society that was less guided by league or party dignitaries, and increasingly by middleclass expectations, and by functionaries and the conditions of a differentiated press.liii In the
latter years of the Kaiserreich public celebrations were reduced to a self-congratulatory,
backward looking and triumphant gesturingliv and an intoxicated national monumental cult. As
a result they were regarded, if not even as completely anachronistic, then at least as a
historicizing political mythlv whose main parts were no longer considered to be appropriate.
The Fränkische Tagespost expressed this unhappiness thus:

Oh, no, the wishes of the present and the hopes for the future of the people are not attached
to such displays of royal splendour and pompous expansion of power, which makes obvious
to everyone the extent to which the privileges (Vorrechte) still connected with royalty, and the
extent of the denial of privileges of the people (Volksentrechtung); to such displays which
swallow hundreds of thousands which have to be paid by the poorest of the poor; to such
displays which aim at giving undeserving gloss to an old and innerly rotten glory in the eyes
of the foolish and the young. […] We no longer rebel against the new German Reich, we
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accept it, although many millions of Germans remain excluded from it: but even within the
given borders: how much is still lacking from a unity like we envisage it! […] Of course, we
too want to know that the ties which bind us Bavarians to the Reich are unbreakable. But this
makes the demand all the more urgent that this Reich not be placed under the thumb of
Prussia and its Junker-class, that this Prussian coercion does not suffocate these
progressive buds in other states, too, allowing to flower and grow only that which is spiritually
congenial to its reactionary clique.lvi

Even in the case of the Sedanstag the constant evocation led first to a weakening of the
message both journalistically and at the psychological level of reception, then to a partial reinterpretationlvii and finally even a devaluation of the event.lviii

When Die Gartenlaube published an historical overview and a portrait of Leibnitz on the
occasion of the celebration of the Academy of Sciencelix, it is true that it chose a less
engaging and original approach than in comparable cases of the immediate past, but at least
this approach does not reveal the same lack of imagination in subject matter, conventionality
in style, and indifference in presentation than the reporting of numerous publications on the
occasion of high-ranking celebrations. The Kreuz-Zeitung claimed: ‘Memorial celebrations of
the old Kaiser, who led us to peace through victorious wars, are more and more clearly
turning into demonstrations for internal and external peace. The creation of the new
Nationalkokarde [national emblem on uniforms] is a step on the way of closer amalgamation
of the German peoples into one German people.’lx

Although Wilhelm II did not appear prominently during the building and particularly the
inauguration of the Völkerschlachtdenkmal in Leipzig in 1913 – although present, he did not
give a speech for reasons of domestic policy and diplomacylxi - , the importance for the public
of this state celebration should not be rated lower than that of the Sedanstag or the Kaiser’s
birthday. Thus the Illustrirte Zeitung published two extensive special editions, and the
Leipziger Neuesten Nachrichten summarized its editions from 16-19 October into one special
edition.lxii Die Gartenlaube boasted a large-scale illustration of the ‘gigantic scaffolding’ during
the building of the memorial, without however emphasizing more than the technical aspects
of it, while reporting the usual fare in its four-page highly illustrated spread on the ‘Battle of
Leipzig’.lxiii This relative restraint was most obvious on the occasion of the inauguration of the
Völkerschlachtdenkmal, which was criticized sharply not only by the SPD. Der Morgen
judged the memorial to be ‘a monster of unprecedented nature’,
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A contradiction within itself, a symbol of thoughtlessness and of lying helplessness. […] The
greatness of the memorial consists of, of roses the size of men, of toes which weigh a ton,
and of the puffed-up bodies of wrinkled acrobats rolling around. Where in this bombastic
fever of stone is there even a shred of German spirit and thankful belief in our fathers? One
stands crushed by this raw materialism which suffocates all but the last spark of soulful
reflection; one stands hopelessly in front of such advertised exaggeration of such infertile
poverty of thought. This tool of arbitrary power lacks inner proportion, which is why, despite
its many-digit figures, it appears like a toy, like the babble of epigones who want to be heroic
but are actually only childish.lxiv

The editors of Die Gartenlaube celebrated the inauguration with a conspicuously short
illustrated report about the ‘real people’s celebration’ of the ‘German Patriots’ League’,
prefacing it with the statement that the event had passed ‘without any disharmony’.lxv
Because of such critical receptions, these celebrations could have little more than politically
restorative power. Neither the Kaiser nor the court were able to offer appropriate futureoriented ideals to ‘public opinion’, which had become a recognized ‘power factor of political
progress’, as the Intelligenzblatt had already foreseen in 1899.lxvi All that ‘Wilhelm the
Sudden’ [‘Wilhelm der Plötzliche’], as South German humour mocked him, could offer, was
an exaggerated dynastic consciousness and a populist romanticized expressiveness in everchanging variations. The ‘Bayreutherization’ of state celebrations served a traditional national
pedagogy. Even under Wilhelm II it utilized the myths of a ‘natural’, purposeful and divinelywilled rise of Prussia and its ‘German calling’ of national unity, despite the fact that this
Kaiser, in the eyes of an increasing majority, had ‘never achieved anything useful’.lxvii This
imitative monarchical ‘anti-world’ unashamedly demonstrated autocratic features in an
increasingly parliamentarized constitutional state and thus tried to prevent change or reform
programmes. It managed, at least in the conservative and national liberal media, to promote
a favourable journalism consisting of a mostly undemanding eulogizing praise of the ruler.lxviii
However, the critical press, intellectuals and thoughtful contemporaries in the sciences,
politics and the economy missed ideals beyond the fleet and colonies, as well as a deeper
enthusiasm directed at the major issue of imperfect national unity.lxix Friedrich Meinecke
commented in the Kaiser’s jubilee year: ‘Our goals go beyond Fatherland and state, but our
roots are well submerged within it. […] Thus we have entered, even in our inner
development, a danger-zone whose outcome lies in the dark. […] Therefore we lack today
the inclination to brag and boast.’lxx

The monarch’s pathetic gesturing and the theatrical attitude had to have the ring of an
anachronistic, banal and hollow ‘operetta regime’ (Holstein) amidst the sober prose and
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statistics of a society that was defined by technology and economy, matter-of-factness and
efficiency.lxxi Only parts of the audience condemned the Kaiser’s speeches as careless
diplomacylxxii and non-statesmanlike chattiness, as tactless and out of control, or even as the
despicable ‘unmanly childishness’ of a dilettante on the throne who was damaging the
German Reich both at home and abroad.lxxiii War veterans’ associations approved of
Wilhelm’s departure from the ‘old Prussian, measured’ behaviour of his grand-father, from
whom he wanted to distinguish himself in this point in publiclxxiv, and also liked his approach
to his God, the ‘great Ally’.lxxv They welcomed the exterior splendour of the celebration and
the ever-present involvement in navy and colonial policy, because this was seen as a way in
which the country could emerge from ‘the shadow of the foundation of the Reich’.lxxvi In the
celebrations of various clubs (singing, gymnastic and war veterans), in university jubilee
speeches and in the pamphlets accompanying state festivities, these images and ideas of
the Kaiserlxxvii can be found particularly in those passages which try to propagate and
legitimize a romanticized image of war which elevates death in battle, as well as trying to
popularize national enthusiasm and willingness for sacrifice.lxxviii Such stylizations, like for
example the Sedan-celebrations, did not explicitly rule out a great war, and called it either
‘people’s battle’ (Völkerschlacht) or ‘world war’. They grounded it historically along a
traditional line which, although verbally conjuring up the ‘ideas of 1813’, was connected with
completely new political ideas. These included the decadence of the western ‘civilizations’,
exaggerated beliefs in the chosen German nation, preparation for a ‘war of beliefs’
(Glaubenskrieg)lxxix, and ideologies which had until then been less well known: the slogan
‘Ein Volk, ein Reich!’ and the idea that the Germans, as a ‘world power’, were faced with a
‘racial war’.lxxx There was criticism of this view of history and its official propaganda, and not
only among the SPD, but also in the national-liberal Bürgertum who regarded the many
celebrationslxxxi, the hollow-sounding pathos, the emotions against ‘enemies of the Reich’, the
martial stereotypes and the anti-Polish excesseslxxxii, as well as the diversion attempts of an
obtrusively practised tactics of ‘panem et circenses’ at best as anachronistic and politically
dangerous.

The Berliner Tageblatt commented in 1913:
The German Bürgertum is once again willing to make grave sacrifices for ‘the glory of the
Reich’. But one cannot deny the fact that even for the German Bürgertum there is a point
beyond which it does not want to go. It has been treated as a quantité négligeable for twentyfive years; now it screams for reforms. […] The Kaiser is the living representative of German
unity. May he become ever more conscious of the fact that this unity has its most secure
roots in the liberty of the people.lxxxiii
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However, Die Zukunft had already voiced similar thoughts on the occasion of the Kaiser’s
birthday (and the twenty-fifth anniversary of German unification):

A people who are continually confronted with new sensations, who cannot calm down and
develop a certain trust in a steady leadership eventually loses the ability to be able to
distinguish between what is important and unimportant. Unless one was telling lies one
would have to admit that the Kaiser’s birthday is not being celebrated in the mood for which
one would hope and wish. […] Today, when everyone feels that the serious purpose of the
celebration is more directed towards the present than the past, the image is unfortunately a
different one: cheap generalizations are being shouted out […]. Black worries lie over the
land and darken the joy of the glorious past; the enemies ask with scorn if the new Reich will
ever experience a second jubilee […].’lxxxiv

During the Daily-Telegraph-affair Harden had publicized his views regarding the Kaiser’s
weak leadership in such a sharp way, and had demanded an abdication so forcefully that the
Prussian state minister Paul von Breitenbach in his role as head of the Reichs-office for the
administration of the Reichs-railways immediately forbade the sale of Die Zukunft at railway
stations.lxxxv
The nation does not believe that the almost fifty-year-old will changelxxxvi, will be able to
practise reserve […]. The business of the Reich demands a political temperament, not a
dramatic one. We don’t want a Jupiter who sends lighting from the clouds. […] Wilhelm II has
proven that he is utterly unable to conduct political business […]. The Kaiser is no monarch.
The Reich is sovereign, not the Kaiser […]. We don’t want to be insulted in our cultural
feelings as educated Europeans day after day through speech and writing. We want to
preserve state secrets […], to despise lies, charades (Gaukelspiel) and Byzantine pomp. [We
want to] be able to have alliances again. […] And the old respect will return since it has been
proven that the Germans still dare to have demands even against the Kaiser.lxxxvii

Already by the turn of the century the public no longer regarded Wilhelm II as a personality
who could have an integrative role within society and who could guarantee social cohesion
consensually. Despite the fact that the anti-Socialist laws had not been renewed, the views of
history and politics held by the SPD and those held by the Wilhelmine government were
irreconcilably opposed.lxxxviii The working classes removed themselves from state
celebrations as much as possible and had in any case long begun to celebrate their own
holidays and to develop their own traditions, myths, cults and symbols.lxxxix
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The state-organized festivities seemed increasingly deficient. Aside from the pomp, they
mirrored an unsatisfactory backward-looking view which was dominated by Prussian
interpretations of history.xc In this way, new anti-Prussian views and prejudices were created
or existing ones confirmed. In addition, Wilhelm gave support, not only abroad, to the
misconception that the German Reich equalled Prussiaxci because it identified itself largely
with the same traditions, and because it also glorified the militaryxcii, sought a militarization of
public life, and had a longing for opportunities to prove itself in foreign policy and in wars and
conflicts in an irresponsible fashion. In the programmes of public display this was
documented with varying degrees of clarity, but it was nonetheless recognizable as a political
conceptxciii, whose main features consisted of an exaggerated view of the country’s power
and of increasingly narrowing national-conservative perspectives.xciv Most often these
became more concrete in the attempts to legitimize a provocative patriotism with naval and
world policy.xcv The prevailing messages could be reduced to the following core: all of Europe
lived in continual crisis, a war was not impossible and a larger war, a ‘world war’ could
actually be credited with a positive, progressive potency.xcvi

As a result of the loss of the ‘monarchical aura’ during a worsening domestic political crisis,
the level of attention for symbol-laden festivities and the journalistic commentary on such
official celebrations increased. The planning and the programmes of state celebrations in
Wilhelmine Germany, their order of events and their place in the media offered insights not
only into the political profile and the personal inadequacy of the monarch, but also into the
decreasing effectiveness of the ‘Kaiser myth’ and the increasing ‘social will-power’ of ‘public
opinion’ in regard to the reception of official events and collective memory.xcvii In this way
polarization and a negative general mood grew in a society which was displaying increasing
political openness. The unease regarding Wilhelm’s public appearances and the measures
taken by the state leadership, detectable across the societal divides, promoted a
radicalization not only of the left, but also a rethinking which extended into the political middle
ground. The emphatic identification of the Kaiser with the state, practised over decades, and
the covert, but latently effective identification of the history of Prussia, or rather the
Hohenzollern, with that of the German Reich in official celebrations, connected the public
perception and fate of one person with that of the state. This ideology and societal
development – taken further because of the Kaiser’s strongly reduced and finally entirely
lacking political and media presence during the warxcviii – were among the prerequisites for
the collapse of the monarchy and the revolutionary events of the autumn and winter of
1918/19.
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